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3DS Max
Sketchup
Corona Renderer
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Premiere
VB.net
Unreal Engine

Cooking
Powerlifting/Gym
Themed design
Piano

3D Visual Designer
ASDA (Nov 2014 - Aug 2018)

Senior 3D Artist
Riot CGI (Aug 2018 - Dec 2019)

3D Designer
Overview Studios  (Jan 2020- July 2020)

First Class Honours.

EXPERIENCE

SOFTWARE SKILLS

INTERESTS

BSc (Hons)
Computer Animation &

Leeds Metropolitan University

(Sept 2011 - Jun 2014)

EDUCATION

ENQUIRIES@JACKPEDLEHAM.CO.UK

Jack Pedleham
3D Designer

My name is Jack Pedleham. I am a 3D Artist with experience in 
photorealistic visualisation, architectural visualisation, VR and retail design. 

Over the last 6 years I have worked with various 3D Agencies but I started 
my career at ASDA head office as a 3d designer for construction and 
marketing where I worked in a close knit team to develop new store 
concepts and deliver new retail designs to the ASDA estate.

More recently I was employed by Overview Studios to create 
photorealistic CG interiors for large kitchen and bathroom
suppliers across the country. Prior to my position at Overview I also worked 
at Riot CGI as a senior artist, creating interior and exterior visuals for 
furniture companies, Architectual studios and marketing companies.

I have a passion for technology and I take a keen interest in virtual reality, 
photoscanning and augmented reality having completed a number of small 
proof-of-concept projects in Unreal Engine in the past few years. Im also 
competent with PC hardware and networking.

I enjoy other areas of content creation such as video editing, web design, 
graphic design, audio recording and photography meaning I have a good 
general skillset for multimedia creation.

I welcome the opportunity to showcase some of my recent work and 
discuss how my skills and strengths can best serve you and your 
company.

I appreciate your time and consideration.
Kind regards

Jack Pedleham
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